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An approximate maximum likelihood procedure is proposed for the estimation 
of parameters in possibly nonminimum phase (noninvertible) moving average 
processes driven by independent and identically distributed non-Gaussian noise. 
Under appropriate conditions, parameter estimates that are solutions of likelihood- 
like equations are consistent and are asymptotically normal. A simulation study for 
MA(2) processes illustrates the estimation procedure. 0 1992 Academic press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a basic model 
(l-0) 
with u(t), t E Z, real weights and with the (,, s E Z, an i.i.d. sequence with 
mean 0, variance 1, and finite fourth moment. The spectral density of the 
process is 
1 
f(A) = - IB(e-ii))2 
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with 
the transfer function of the filter taking the r random variables into 
the X random variables. Asymptotics of quadratic statistics are useful in 
estimating parameters describing the second order spectral density but not 
typically in estimating the transfer function ci(e-“) since there are many 
different ri(e’“) that are possible corresponding to a fixed spectral density 
f(n). In fact, if the process {X(t)} is Gaussian, ci(e-“) is not identifiable 
unless one makes the assumption that ci(e-“) is a minimum phase transfer 
function. If 6(z) is a causal polynomial 
ii(z) = i a(t) z’, 
t=0 
this corresponds to the assumption that all zeros of d(z) have modulus 
greater than one. However, in the case of a non-Gaussian process {X(t)}, 
ri(e-‘“) is identifiabl e up to a factor + exp(ikA) with k integral. The interest 
in non-Gaussian processes without any ad hoc minimum phase assumption 
arises in a number of applications. One of these is in the type of deconvolu- 
tion problem that arises in seismic investigations such as oil prospecting. 
Some discussion of this type of problem can be found in Wiggins [14, 151 
and Donoho [S]. 
Since ji(e-‘“)I = (27~f(1)}‘/~ one can say the additional information 
required in estimation Li(e-‘“) is the phase information arg{ri(e-‘“)}, infor- 
mation not available (or meaningful) in the Gaussian case but quite 
available in the non-Gaussian case. This is what corresponds to whether a 
process is minimum phase or not minimum phase. Such phase information 
cannot be obtained by quadratic or second order spectral methods. It can 
be determined by using higher order (3rd or higher) cumulant spectral 
methods and one the earliest papers using such methods is Lii and Rosen- 
blatt [S]. Indications of the interest in the applied literature in such 
problems can be found in Matsuoka and Ulrych [lo] and in the fact that 
in July 10/12, 1991 an International Signal Processing Workshop on 
Higher Order Statistics [13] was held in Chamrousse, France in connec- 
tion with IEEE, Eurasip, and Gretsi with a proceedings publication con- 
taining about 74 papers in 300 pages. Another one of the several applica- 
tions can be found in what is called “speckle masking” in astronomy where 
related techniques are used practically in which telescopic image degrada- 
tion caused by atmospheric turbulence and telescope aberrations are 
overcome. Papers relating to this application are Lohmann, Weigelt, and 
Wirnitzer [9] and Bartelt, Lohmann, and Wirnitzer [ 11. 
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The higher order cumulant spectral methods are not efficient in estimat- 
ing parameters in the case of finite parameter schemes. In the case of finite 
parameter non-Gaussian processes Kreiss [6] has determined the behavior 
of asymptotically efficient parameters estimated under the minimum phase 
assumption and of a symmetric density function. He has shown that they 
improve upon the standard estimates based on a Gaussian likelihood by 
the Fisher information of the density function. The paper of Breidt, Davis, 
Lii, and Rosenblatt [4] (BDLR) determines the behavior of asymptotically 
efficient parameter estimates in the case of possibly nonminimum phase 
autoregressive stationary sequences. It is true that nonminimum phase 
autoregressive schemes are not causal. In this sense nonminimum phase 
moving averages with h(z) of the form (1.0) could be considered more 
natural since they are all causal. The methods in the BDLR paper cannot 
be carried over as they are to the study of moving averages. The key in this 
paper is the use of an appropriate truncation in the representation of the 
independent random variables z, in terms of the xi’s and its use in getting 
an approximation likelihood to deal with. In this way the behavior of 
asymptotically efficient parameter estimating is determined in the case of 
nonminimum phase moving average sequences. As a simple illustration 
let us consider a second order causal moving average with quadratic 
polynomial filter function 
h(z) = CI + j3z + yz2. 
The four filter polynomials 
ril(Z) = z2 + z - 6 = (z - I?)(2 + 3) 
ci2(z) = 6z2 -z - 1 = 6(z - $)(z + $) 
i&(z) = 3z2 - 5z - 2 = 3(z - 2)(z + i) 
f&(z) = 2z2 + 52 - 3 = 2(z - f)(z + 3) 
all correspond to the same spectral density 
but only the first d,(z) is minimum phase. In the case of a Gaussian 
sequence they cannot be distinguished but in the non-Gaussian case they 
can. Can one claim that any one of them is more natural then the other? 
If we had a transfer polynomial ci(z) of degree n with n distinct real roots, 
there would be 2” of them corresponding to the same spectral density with 
only one of them the minimum phase polynomial. 
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Relative to the case in which the density function is unknown, several 
approaches have been suggested on heuristic grounds. One is to use a mini- 
mal absolute deviation approach for initial crude estimates, deconvolve to 
estimate the density, and then make relined estimates (an adaptive 
method). The first part of this was carried out via simulation in the paper 
and seemed to be effective. 
Interest in the structure of non-Gaussian time series models and 
problems of statistical estimation for such models has come to the fore only 
recently. Nonparametric procedures making use of higher order spectral 
estimates were used in the paper of Lii and Rosenblatt [S]. A recent survey 
paper of Nikias and Raghuveer [ 1 l] refers to a good deal of the recent 
literature making use of such methods. Curiously, questions of asymptoti- 
cally optimal estimation for finite parameter models drew attention only at 
a later time (see Kreiss [S]), One of these papers is that of BDLR [4] 
which treats the case of noncausal autoregressive processes. Here we 
consider the case of moving average processes 
x, = zr -4,z,-,- .‘. -qbpzf~p, (1.1) 
where the random variables z, are independent, identically distributed non- 
Gaussian with mean zero and variance (Y’ > 0. The case of non-minimum 
phase moving average schemes would appear to arise more naturally than 
that of non-minimum phase autoregressive schemes. In particular non- 
minimum phase autoregressive schemes cannot be implemented recursively 
in time in a stable manner, while that is not the case for non-minimum 
phase moving averages. Also, the likelihood function for non-Gaussian 
moving averages has a more complicated form than that for non-Gaussian 
autoregressive schemes and a more drastic set of approximations as well as 
a truncation have to be employed for computation of the moving average 
likelihood than for the autoregressive scheme. This appears to be related to 
the fact that the autoregressive processes have a Markovian character while 
this is not true for the moving average. Here the polynomial 
qqz)= 1 -fprz- ‘.. -fp,Z” 
is assumed to have no zeros of absolute value one so that 
(1.2) 
qqz)-‘= f ejz’ 
I=-* 
(1.3) 
is valid in annulus d < IzI < d -’ (0 d d < 1) with I$, 1 + 0 exponentially fast 
as (j( --) co. It follows that 
z,= f *,.)c,-;. 
, = ~ ,-fi 
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If #(t)#O for \z\ < 1 then $j=O forj<O and 
z$= f ‘JjX,-j 
j=O 
while if q+(z) # 0 for IzJ >, 1 then 
z*= f *-/x,+j 
j=O 
with tjo=t+!-i = ... =$,--p=O, I+-~= -4;‘. If we factor 
4(z)=4’(z) d*(z) 
with 
#‘(z)=l-e,z- ... -8,z’ZO for jz1<1 
f#*(z)= 1 -Br+‘z- ... -B,z”#O for 12121 
(1.4) 
we have r, s 2 0 with r + s =p. If m,, . . . . m,, m,, 1, . . . . mp are the zeros of 
4(z) with Jmil > 1, i= 1, . . . . r, and Jmjl < 1, i= r+ 1, . . . . p, then 
d+(z)= fJ (1 -m;‘z), (b*(z)= fi (1-m;‘z). (1.5) 
i=l i=r+l 
Then 
ej- i ej-ie,+i 
i= I 
dj= 
I 
j= 1, . ..) r 
- i e,j-ier+i j = r + 1, .  . . )  p, 
i=j-r 
where one sets e. = - 1 and 0, = 0 if j I$ (0, . . . . p}. The common density 
function of the Z~‘S is f,(x) = o-‘f(x/c). The following assumptions on f 
are made: 
A, f(x) > 0 for all x. 
A, fsC2. 
A, f’ EL’ with If’(x) dx =f(x)l E, = 0. 
A, j xf’(x) dx = xf(x)l “, - Sf(x) dx = - 1. 
A, sf”(x) dx =f’(x)l”“,, = 0. 
A, s xf”(x) dx = xf’(x)l ““, - Jf’(x) dx = 0. 
A, ~x2f”(x)dx=x2f’(x)~~,-2~xf’(x)dx=2. 
A, j (1 + .x2)(f’(x))*/j-(x) dx < co. 
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We also assume that 
B (u(z + h) - u(z)1 < A((1 + Izl“) IhI+ IhI’) 
for all z, h with k, Z, A fixed positive constants where 
Let 
j=O 
$5*(z)-'= z /l/z-t 
(1.6) 
j=s 
In the rest of the paper it is to be understood that uj = 0 if j < 0 and flj = 0 
if j < S. Introduce the (p + 1) x (p + 1) matrix C = ((r,,) with 
a U,” = 
where 
if 24, v = 1, . . . . r 
cl f BjBj+Iu-ula2 if r<u,v<pbut(U,v)#(p,p). 
j=s 
f, %-uPs+“--r ldudr<v<p 
(1.7) 
mG-ll+cI f Bi’+P2 if (u,v)=(P,P) 
.j = s 
0 if l<u<p,u=p+l 
-a-‘/Is& +bsa-’ if u=p,v=p+l 
L 
a-*C2 - ae2 if u=v=p+l, 
C, = E f”(z) 
G > 
2 
0 
2 
and it is understood that 
(1.8) 
f&(z) lf'bla) -=-- 
f&J af(zla) 
278 
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For simplicity of notation we assllme for the moment that the roots 
mk are of multiplicity one. However, the basic arguments and the final 
results are valid without this assumption. Then 
z,=qqB)-‘x,= fi (1 
k=l 
with B the one step backshift operator. Note that if lmjl > 1 then 
-m,‘B)-’ x, 
> 
{1-m;‘B}-’ x,, 
> 
I 
-1 
-m,:‘mk) , 
m 
{l-m;lB}pl= c m,ikBk 
k=O 
while if lrnjj < 1 then 
{1-mi’B}-‘= -miBp’{l-miB-‘}-’ 
= - ,gl rnf B-“. 
Let 
u k,t= f rn;jxtpj, k=l,..., r, 
j=O 
u -2 k, r - m/,x,,jp k = r + 1, . . . . p. 
j=l 
Then 
Z,= i Ak f rri;‘X,-ji- ‘fj‘ Bk f mix,+j 
k=l /=O k=r+ 1 j=l 
=k$ 
r+.T 
AkUk,t + 1 Bkuk,r 
k=r+l 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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withA,=c,,k=l,...,randB,=-c,fork=v+l,...,v+s.Itisclearthat 
for 1~ t 6 n one can rewrite the expansion as 
7 - At - i A,m;‘u k.0 + i A, *I’m+--, 
k=l k=l J=o 
r + ., n-t t-+5 (1.11) 
+ 1 B, 1 mi.x,,j+ c Bkm~pft~k,n. 
k=r+ I j=l k=r+l 
Here one has, aside from x1, . . . . x,, the r + s =p additional variables uk, o, 
k = 1, . . . . r, and vk. “, k = r + 1, . . . . r + S. If some of the roots mj are multiple, 
one just uses the Laurent expansion of 4(z)-’ to get a representation of z, 
in terms of x I, . . . . x, and appropriately modified boundary variables uk, O, 
k = 1, . . . . r, and vk. nr k = r + 1, . . . . r + s. 
Using 
x, = z, -d,z,-I- ... -Q,z,-, 
one can write zo, . . . . zPP + 1 in terms of x1, . . . . x, and z,, . . . . zP, 
! Ld,’4p-2dp1 1 4,-14,’ 1 0 1 .. . I . . )i z--p+ z-0 . : ) 
O( 7 + 4;’ 44, ... -4,~,qq’ -$q’ 6’ zzp = ... -4,@dp-’ , . . XI o . 
)Li P--l 
21 
However, zI, . . . . z,, as already remarked, can be written in terms of u~,~, 
k= l,..., r, x ,,..., x,, and v~,~, k=r+ l,..., r+s. The matrix of 
transformation from z-P + , , . . . . z, to uk, o, k = 1, . . . . r, x, , . . . . x,, 
k = r + 1, . . . . r+s is (n+p)x(n+p), 
z 
the linear 
and Vk,n, 
(1.12) 
683/43/2-S 
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with the terms in the main 
element given by 
(shaded) part of the matrix T, with the (t, r)th 
c Akm;‘t-r’ for t<t 
k=l T+S 
c B,Wl;-’ for r>t 
k=r+l 
with t the t subscript and r the x subscript. The main part of the 
(n +p) x (n +p) matrix is Toeplitz and possibly non-self-adjoint. The 
logarithm of the determinant of such a Toeplitz matrix is 
log ITnI z&j-; 1% ( ‘5 Bk 1 mmf’:ii+ i Ak 1 _,l,,min> d;l, * k=r+l k k=l k 
(1.13) 
or more generally 
; J’” log q5(e-“)-’ drl, 
n 
where &e”) is the transfer function (see Bottcher and Silverman [3] or 
Basor and Helton [2]). The entire matrix (1.12) is not Toeplitz but has 
bordering strips of constant width about the Toeplitz matrix of rank n. One 
can show that this bordered matrix has the same asymptotic behavior to 
the first order as n + co. 
The random variables zeP+ 1, . . . . zO, zl, . . . . z, are independent with joint 
density function 
fi f&J 
j= --p+ I 
The logarithm of the joint density after the transformation is 
i logfa(zt{~,~,U))+logIT,I (1.14) 
t=--p+1 
with z: {u, x, V} understood to be the expression for z, in terms of 
u=(u,,~; k=l,..., r), x=(x, ,..., xn), and u=(u,,.;k=r+l,..., r+s) as 
indicated above. One should note that in the moving average case 
;[I logg)(e-“)-‘dl.= -nlog leP(. 
L 
(1.15) 
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It is clear that 
z,= {d(B)}-lx,= {q5+(B)(b*(B)}-‘x, 
= {(b+(B)}-‘u,= {(b*(B)}-’ u, (1.16) 
with 
u,=d’(B)z,= (4*(B))-‘xf, 
o,=q+*(B)z, = (qd+(B))-‘x,, 
(1.17) 
and B the backshift operator. 
The form of ( 1.14) and ( 1.16) suggests that we might approximate l/n 
times the logarithm of the true likelihood function by 
(1.18) 
with q = q(n) + co as n + 00 but with q(n) = o(n), and approximate (1.18) 
in turn by 
; “i” hfo(zt(q)) +; log I Tn I (1.19) 
*=y 
where 
z,(q) = i A, i m,++,+ ‘F Bk i nl~.Y,,j. (1.20) 
k=l j=O k=r+l j=l 
Note that z, is given in terms of all the x’s in (1.16), most of which are 
unobserved, while the z,(q)% are given in terms of the observed x’s. None- 
theless we formally derive likelihood equations in terms of (1.18) for quasi- 
estimates fi = (8,) . . . . 13~’ l?, + , 
fi,+, 
)’ of the column vector 6 = (0,) . . . . eP+ ,)’ with 
a quasi-estimate of 6, + i = g. The asymptotic behavior of a sequence 
of such quasi-estimates will be examined as n -+ co even though they are 
given in terms of the unobservable z,‘s. Our object will be to show that the 
solutions of a corresponding set of likelihood equations derived from (1.19) 
have the same asymptotic behavior. 
2. COVARIANCE PROPERTIES RELATING TO A LIKELIHOOD 
Let 
n-4 
oue, > . ..> e,, a) = c g,(V (2.1) 
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with 
s,(e)=logf,(C~+(~)}-‘~,)-log IdpI 
=log.m{4*(~))-’ u,)--log P,l. 
Then if u = 1, . . . . r 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
while if c( = r + 1, . . . . p 
a agm _ abmid*vw v,) 
ae, ah --&% Wpl z 
=$(z,){t$*(B)j-’ i3-‘z,-6,,.$ 
B P 
(2.4) 
if we evaluate the terms at the true values of the parameters. Notice that 
if byfb(z) one understands ae2f’(z/a). One can readily verify that 
if cc=1 ) . . . . p - 1. 
Since p, = - l/0, that is enough to imply that 
(2.5) 
and one can show that 
ah 
{ I 
- =o. 
E aep+, 
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By using (2.4) one can show that 
ag, ag [ 1 -2 ‘Ov ae,’ de, 
if t#z, u, v= 1, . . . . r 2 j!. “jE.j+.-uC’ if t=t, v>,u, u,v=l,..., r. 
Similarly the expression (2.4) can be used to show that 
ag, ag [ 1 -I ‘Ov ae,’ ag, 
0 if t#r, r<u<p, r<vdp 
= E ‘(Z) 
G > 
’ f fljP,+t>-UU2 if t=z,r<u<v<p or r-=cu-cv=p. 
0 ,=s 
Also 
when u = 1, . . . . r and v = r + 1, . . . . p. One can also show that 
var(~)=~~[E(z~~z~~-~]+~~E~~~~~~~+~~2, 
cov(~,~)=o if tft or u=l,...,p-1: 
cov(!g)$)= -o-‘&E(Z~(z))2+Psd 
var(&)=oW2E(z$(z))‘-6’. 
Further 
ag, ag 
( > 
-I 
'Ov de, ae, =O if t # ‘5, 
cov(g,&)=O if tfz. 
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It then follows that 
( ‘r-4 ag, n--y ag, cov ,Tq ae,’ T=4 ae, = > 
I (n-2q)E &(z) * i~oaja,+,.~,,lo2 L 1 if u,v=l,..., Y 0 = (n-2q)E f”(z) L > 2 g PjPi+,l>-u,a2 if rcu, vcp 0 j=s 
and the covariance is 
s (n-%1 C a,-,P,+,-r if u = 1, . . . . r, u = r + 1, . . . . p. 
r=l 
Also 
and 
Our object is now to compute various second order partial derivatives. 
We can write 
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if c( = 1, . . . . r and so 
a2 g, -= c2 ae, aek h’(o-‘z,)[q5+(B)-2 (B’){~*(B)) -1 x,] 
x CQ+(~)-’ (m4*w)-’ x,1 
+2~2~(...){~+(B))-‘(Bi”)(~*(~))-’.~~} (2.6) 
0 
if j, k = 1, . . . . r and h(x) =f’(x)/f(x), h’(x) = (d/dx) h(x). Similarly if we 
rewrite 
s=& bgfo(~4+w~-~ ~4*w-l~,)-~~,.l~ le,li 
u 
+(...){,+(B)}-' {~*(8):2(Bu-')x,-sp,,,~ 
CT P 
for ZJ = r + 1, . . . . p then 
a2 -=c2 
ae, de, { 
h’(o-‘z,)[(fJ+(B)-’ {#*(B)}-2Bu-‘x,] 
x [d+(B)-l {(75*(B)}-* B”-‘x,] 
+2c+ -.)$4+(B)- (q5*(B)}-3Bu+“-2’X, 
0 I 
+6P.usP..+2 
P 
for u, v = r + 1, . . . . p. Also 
aQ 
1=c-* h’(a-‘z,)[i5+(B)-2B”(~*(B)}-‘x,] ae, ae, { 
x [$$+(B)-’ {q5*(B)}-2B”-rxr] 
+ 02$ (. . . )(4+(B)} -2 {$4*(B)} -2 Bu+v-‘x, 
I (2.7) .J 
if u = 1, . . . . r and u = r + 1, . . . . p. The equality (2.4) implies that 
E(~)="-2Ejh'(~-1z.)~~a,l,-j~.~~~"z~-~~~} 
if j, k = 1, . . . . r. But 
,%‘(a- ‘z,) = j h’(a- ‘z)fJz) dz = - j h(x)f’(x) dx 
286 
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if U, u = 1, . . . . r. One can similarly show that 
if r < U, u <p. Expression (2.6) can be rewritten as 
+&(...) f (niBi+U f /3kB-k+a-rzt ) 
0 j=O k=s > 
24 = 1 , . . . . r, o=r+l , . . ..p. In the computation of the expectation for 
24, u = 1, . ..) r or r < U, u <p the first term made a contribution and the 
second (last) term dropped out. In the expectation computation for 
u = 1, . ..) r and u = r + 1, . . . . p it is the first term that drops out and the 
second term that makes a contribution 
E 8% 
( > ~ = --CT?, ar-uljr+v-r ae, at, u=l,..., r, u=rf l,.,., p. 
Further 
E(3) =o-‘E(h’(o-‘z,)L((*(B))-’ Bszt12 
+202~(Z,){~*(B)}-2B2r~~ +i 
r3 1 (3 
-2 =c E 
[i 
if PJ,+“-s 
L’ = s 1 
2-&O-11,)] 
. . . ,)+A 
P 
=- “~+l~~E~(z,))2+~~-2E(z:%h(~-1z,)) 
-2L+L 
0; 0; 
ah = -var de, ( > 
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since 
~-2~z2h’(~)~f(~)dz=~x’h’(x)f(x)dx 
= - 2 j xf’(x) dx - j” x2fg dx. 
Also 
and so 
E(g)= -var($). 
A few additional computations of this type lead to the following overall 
conclusion. 
THEOREM. Under the assumptions made 
LEMMA 1. Zf f is a nonnormal probability density with the conditions 
Al-A8 valid, the matrix G is positive definite. 
This is the Proposition 1 proved in BDLR [3]. 
LEMMA 2. Zf assumptions Al-A8 are satisfied, then 
(n-2q)p1/2nfr sLN(O,C) 
I=y ae 
asn-+co. 
From relations (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) it is clear that the partial 
derivatives ag,/%,, u = 1, . . . . p + 1, have the form 
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with weights yj that are tending to zero at least exponentially fast as 
ljl -+ co. If we truncate these expansions by neglecting terms indexed 
beyond a large ljl, the resulting approximations to the partial derivatives 
are seen to be finite step dependent and hence asymptotically jointly 
normal. The asymptotic behavior of the covariances of the partial sums 
n-4 
(n - 2q)-l’* 2 ahide,, u=l 3 . . ..p+ 1, 
is given by C and a standard approximation argument implies the conclu- 
sion of Lemma 2. 
3. ASYMPTOTICS 
We wish to show that there is a sequence of solutions 6, to the 
approximate likelihood equations 
ah(e) _ () 
aej ’ 
j= 1, . . ..p+ 1, (3.1) 
where 
n-9 
J$w = 1 logf,(z,(q)) - (n - 2q) 1% 1% I 
t=q 
(3.1)’ 
with z,(q) given by (1.20), that is consistent and asymptotically efficient in 
the sense that 
n”‘(C, - 0) AN(O, 2-l) 
with C the Fisher information matrix given by (1.7). The approximate 
likelihood function L,(8) is truly x,, t = 1, . . . . II, in terms of the observations 
alone. However, we shall initially have to make some remarks about a 
likelihood-like function 
n-9 
d4v= c g,(e) 9 
that would require knowledge of more than the observations but is used 
simply as a tool for the analysis of L,(O). For the moment we assume that 
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s is fixed. In determining the existence of a sequence of estimators that is 
consistent and satisfies 
ado) = o 
ae.i 9 
j=l 9 . . . . p + 1, 
we follow the discussion given on p. 430 of Lehmann [7]. Assuming s 
fixed, the parameter space corresponding to the model is 
Q,= (8ER p+l: 1-e,z- ... -8,z’#O for IzI d 1, 
1-e r+,Z- ... -8,z3#0 for (z( 3 1, 
8,#0, O,#O, e,+l==a>0}. 
Assume that 8, = (BO,, . . . . 8,, a,) ~52, is the true parameter value. Let 
Q,= {tk Rp+‘: 10 - 0, I Q E} with I .I the max norm on Rp+ l. Note that Q, 
is open and with E small there is a d < 1 such that for all 13 E Q, 
~+(z)=l-81z- ... -B,z,#O for (z/-cd-‘, 
q5*(2)=1-8,+,2- ... -B,z”#O for IzI > d, 
(3.2) 
and for d< (z/ <d-’ 
f$(z)=q5+(z)q5*(z)=l-q51z- ... -q+,zP#O. 
It then follows that there is a C > 0 such that 
j = 1, . ..) p, 
sup IGil d Cd”‘, 
OEQS 
j= 0, * 1, . . . . (3.3) 
sup III/,-$OjJ Q C&d”‘, j= 0, f 1, . . . . 
@EQ, 
where {Iclj> and (tiojl are the power series coefficients in (1.3) with 
parameter 0 and 8, if the roots of the polynomials (3.2) are distinct. If the 
roots of these polynomials are of multiplicity greater than one, the best one 
can say generally in place of (3.3) is 
sup /11/1- IfiO, 1 < CE”Pd”l, j=O, *l ) . . . 
@tQ, 
(3.3 j’ 
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Now 
1 P+l 
+w-24 j,k=, 
C (gj/c(e*)-gj/c (eO))(ej- eOj)(ek - eOk) 
= s, + s, + s, 
with 
and 0* on the line segment joining 8, and 8. By the ergodic theorem 
p+ 1 am,) (ej-e,)-* C ET(ej-eoj)=o 
;=I J 
almost surely as n + 00. Similarly 
Bj~(eo)(ej-eOJ)(Ok-eOk) -, -i (e-eo)‘c tepee) 
almost surely as n + co. We wish to show that 
- 
lim sup L lgjkte) - gjk(eO)l + O 
n-m etg, n-29 
(3.4) 
almost surely as E -+ 0 for j, k = 1, . . . . p + 1. A tilde over a random variable 
indicates the dependence of the random variable on the parameter 0 while 
a tildeless random variable will depend only on the true model parameter 
8=0,. For 1 <j<kdr one has 
where (c$*‘} is the convolution of the c( sequence with itself. Now to 
estimate S,, 
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f 
/02-o;/ 2 
cT202 0 
n C 12 tzt) z, ab2u)Zr-u-j-k ( 
1 
+a-*- 
n-29 zj 
h’(clz,) 
[ 
f aouz,-,-j 
Id=0 I 
x C (aot,--J z,-~~-~ 
L II 
1 
+a-*- 
n-29 c/ 
h’(C’Z,) 
[ 
fj C!OuZr-u-j 
u = 0 I 
x Ca,(zf+,_k-ZI-r-k 
r 4 
lh'(s-le,)[;l:(ao,-au)ll-i.~j] 
L 
+CZ --Lx n-29 
.[~.“Lk] 
+a-2- 
l c n-29 
hq I B.jk(e) - Bjk(eO)l 
1 n - q 
cl 
a2 
6- 
g* a2g, 
n-29 r=y aejaek ae,,ae,, 
Q b2--3 1 
a20; n-29 I/ 
h'(dgl'?,)CClOuZl_._jCMOoZ,-o-k 
+o-* & C 12 Czt) [ $, (a~2)(z,.-j-,-i,-..-j~~)] 1 
$C2 -$$ 1 I”$(;,)-f(i,) I/ ~oU~21f,-u-j~~ I. (3.5) 
I7 0 
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Now just as for the ej’s one expects that 
sup lolj - ctOil < C&“Pd”‘. 
@EQC 
Also 
(3.61 
sup Izt-ztl GC iE”fs, I$Oj-Gjl Ix,-jl (3.7) 
BEQE F 
and 
Ih’(b(pZJ - &(a- ‘Z,)l <A[(1 + 16&lk) 
x { la,‘-o-l1 Iz,I +0-l Iz,-Zz,I} 
+ 16~1-.-1)‘IzIIr2’+a-‘lz,--z”,)‘2’] 
(see Assumption B). Therefore the supeE QC of the seventh term on the right 
of (3.5) is finite with probability one and tends to zero as E + 0. For all the 
other terms and ranges of the subscripts j, k similar ideas and arguments 
using (3.6), (3.7), or Assumption B suffice and so one does obtain (3.4). 
Thus for E sufficiently small 
sup(S,+S,+S,)<O 
almost surely as n + co, where the sup is taken over 9 on the boundary of 
Q,. Thus for n sufficiently large there is a 6 = b(s) > 0 such that 
SUP JN < ow4) -&El 
BE B(Q,J 
almost surely, where B(Q,) is the boundary of Qa. It then follows that 
J(0) must have a local maximum in the interior of QB. 
Let us now consider the approximate likelihood 
1 1 n-4 
- 
n-2q L&e)= (n-2q) l=q 
1 (b!Kf&,(q)) - log Id, I > 
=&) n~‘Ri,uw 
1 Y 
Now 
= -& nz9 { hmz”,) - lwL(~t(q))~ 
r-q 
=& ~~~(i,-i,(q))~(i,-t8:(i,(q)-i,)). 
f-q r7 
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Further 
P-Z,(q)1 < c d”’ Ix,-il 
IA 2 4 
(3.7)’ 
and 
fk 
7 (Z, + e:{&(q) - Z,}, -$(z,) ( 
0 n 
<A[1 + IZt-z, +e;r(z,(q)-z,}I lz,Ik+IZ”t-z~+e:(Z,(q)-l;,}(‘]. 
Also from (3.3)’ it is clear that 
sup li,-z,IQC&l’PCd’ilIx,_,l. 
OEQ>. 
Therefore by (3.7)’ 
sup 1 l&e) - L,(e)l -+ 0 
'JeQr n 
with probability one and this implies that (l/n) L,(B) as n -+ 00 will almost 
surely have a local maximum in the interior of Q,. Thus there is with 
probability one a consistent sequence of estimators 8, satisfying the 
approximate likelihood equations 
G(~) _ 0 
ae, 3 j= 1, . . ..p+ 1. 
THEOREM. Let {x,} be the zero mean moving average process (1.1) of 
order p with polynomial i(z) having the factorization (1.4) and (z,) an inde- 
pendent, identically distributed sequence of random variables with mean zero, 
variance a*( >0) and probability density aP1f(z/a). Further assume that f is 
a non-normal density satisfying conditions Al-A8 and B. Then there is a 
sequence 6, of solutions to the approximate likelihood equations (3.1) that is 
asymptotically normal with mean 0, and asymptotic covariance matrix 
n-‘CP’ with C given in (1.7). 
Note that 
aL (6 ) Ocn-'/2 4 0 
a0 
=n ~ I/2 n--q a&,(%) c do + n’B,(tI*) n1/2(Gn - 9,), r=q 
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where B,(8) is the (p + 1) x (p + 1) matrix with entries 
“--y c a&,,(@) f=y aeiaOj ’ i, j= 1, . . . . p + 1 
and 0* is on the line segment joining 0, and 6,. Also let B(8) = (BjJO), 
i, k = 1, . . . . p + 1 }. One can show that 
n - 1/2E 
as n + 00 and that 
n - 112 
n--y ah, ,(e,) 
c 
,=q a9 
is asymptotically N(0, C) as n -+ co. Also 
n-‘B,(C)*) = n -‘B(B,)+n-‘jB(e*)-B(0,)) +n-‘{B&e*)-B(e*)}. 
Now 
n-‘(B(8*)-B(8,)j -+o, 
n-‘{B&e*)-B(e*)) -10 
in probability as IZ + co while 
n-‘B(OO) + -C 
in probability as II + 00. The desired conclusion now follows. 
The theorem still holds if the approximate likelihood L,(8) of (3.1)’ 
depends on s, the number of zeros lying inside the unit disc in the complex 
plane. The proof follows as in the case of s fixed since if 14 - do 1 < E with 
E small, then d(z) and q5o(z) have the same number of zeros inside the unit 
disc. 
The results would also hold if we considered instead of L,(B) the alter- 
native approximate log likelihood 
Lp) = c ~~!zLf,(~,) - (n - 2q) log 10, I (3.8) 
r=y 
with 
5, = k$, A, If’ 
r+s n-t 
m,‘xej+ 1 B, 1 m{x,+j. (3.9) 
j=O k=r+l j=l 
This is actually the approximate log likelihood minimized in our computa- 
tions. 
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4. SIMULATION 
To simulate a moving average process given in (1.1) is straightforward 
with any set of given coefficients ,jl, . . . . bP. Distributions used for the input 
z, are the Laplace (double exponential) distribution and the Student’s t 
distribution with four degrees of freedom. The computation of the 
approximate log likelihood can be given as in (l.l8t( 1.20) or (3.8) where 
L(B, a) depends on S, the number of zeros of (1 - dlz - &z*) inside the 
unit circle, through (1.20) or (3.9). The maximization of the function 
L(8, a) is through a searching procedure. Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are 
used in the following computations. In the computations n is the sample 
size for x, (t = 1, . . . . n) and q = 10 is the truncation point. The input scale 
factor cr is set to 1. 
The model used in our simulation is the MA(2) process 
x,=(1-r;‘B)(l-r;‘B)z,. 
When the density function of z, is the Laplace density 
the maximum likelihood estimate of (r can be expressed in closed form as 
a function of the data and of the parameters in d(z). Note that L,(I~, CT) can 
be expressed as a function of the roots r, and rZ and S. This representation 
is used in the surface and contour plots of Figs. 1 and 2 which shows the 
function L,(r,, r2) with n = 100 and q= 10 in the case of the model (4.1) 
(1.975.1.9751 
(-1.975,-1.975) 
FIG. 1. Approximate log-likelihood surface plot. The grid mesh size is 0.05. 
W/43/2-9 
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-2 -1 0 1 2 
=1 
FIG. 2. Approximate log-likelihood contour plot. The maximum is at r, =0.875, 
rz = - 1.08 with the value - 155.2. 
with rl = 0.9, r2 = - 1.1, and {zr} independent and identically distributed 
with density function given in (4.2) with cr = 1. We then get the estimates 
s^=l, i,=O.875, P2=-1.08, a d n B = 1.16. The plotted function is sym- 
metric about the line r1 = r2 and is unbounded below the lines rl = + 1, 
r2 = f 1. The grid is generated for r , , r2 E (- 1.975, 1.975) with mesh size 
0.05. There are four local maxima in a neighborhood of (1, - 1) which 
correspond to a minimum phase, a maximum phase, and two mixed 
phased models with signs of the two roots switched. For each of the follow- 
ing models, we applied the previously described procedure to each of 
200 time series of length n and recorded the number of times R, that the 
procedure identified the correct number of roots s inside of the unit circle. 
To assess the precision of these estimates and to compare with the 
asymptotic theory, we computed the sample means and standard devia- 
tions only for those R, estimates (i,, i2) among those R, estimates which 
also are in the correct quadrant (or region) of the plane. For example with 
a model 
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with roots y1 = 0.9 and r2 = - 1 .l, we get s = 1. If the estimates of the roots 
are F, = -0.9 and i, = + 1.1 the signs are switched. Such cases with an 
incorrect identification of the quadrant are excluded in the count of R,. 
Note that (0.9)-l g 1.1, (1.1)-l ~0.90, and the polynomial (in B) is 
(1 - 0.9B)( 1 + l.lB) E 1 + 0.20B - 0.99B2. 
Results for the mixed case are given in Tables I and IT, where f indicates 
the density function used in the formula of (3.81, while the actual density 
function of {z,} is indicated in the second row of the tables. Sample size is 
indicated by n. The number of times s is correctly identified in 200 inde- 
pendent runs is given by R, . The number of times the correct region is also 
identified is given by R,. The estimates obtained in these R, cases are used 
to compute the means r,, Y,, and 6 with their corresponding sample 
standard deviations indicated by SD. The asymptotic standard deviations 
of these estimates are indicated by ASD. To obtain these ASD we first 
obtain the ASD of r;‘, r;‘, and CJ from the square root of the diagonal 
elements of (n - 2q)-’ C.’ with C given in (1.7). We then use a delta 
method to obtain the ASD for rlr r2, and 0’. Note that when the sample 
size is n = 50, the effective length is n - 2q = 30 due to truncation. From 
these tables it is seen that the identification of the number of roots inside 
the unit circle is good even for n = 50 and as the sample size n increases the 
accuracy is increased also. Estimates of parameters are quite accurate when 
TABLE I 
r,=0.9.r,=-1.l,u=1.0 
f- Laplace f-f(4) 
{ 2,) - i.i.d. Laplace {z,} - i.i.d. t(4) {z,} - i.i.d. r(4) 
n 50 100 50 100 50 100 
R, 
R2 
?D 
ASD 
1‘2 
SD 
ASD 
!D 
ASD 
121 147 103 119 113 131 
103 138 77 108 82 114 
0.8968 0.9072 0.8925 0.9065 0.8969 0.9096 
0.0723 0.0477 0.0775 0.0525 0.068 1 0.0513 
0.0566 0.0346 0.0672 0.0412 0.0672 0.0412 
-1.1474 -1.1118 - 1.1509 -1.1204 - 1.1373 -1.1083 
0.1724 0.0547 0.1317 0.0667 0.1104 0.0736 
0.0653 0.0401 0.0778 0.0476 0.0778 0.0476 
0.9626 1.0000 0.9545 0.9879 0.9390 0.9864 
0.1545 0.1134 0.1405 0.1189 0.1359 0.1062 
0.2731 0.1672 0.2637 0.1615 0.2637 0.1615 
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TABLE11 
r,=O.&r,=-1.2,u=l.O 
n 
f- Laplace 
{z,} u Cd. Laplace {z,} w Cd. t(4) 
50 100 50 100 
f-H41 
{z,} N i.i.d. t(4) 
50 100 
RI 
R2 
‘1 
SD 
ASD 
rz 
SD 
ASD 
;D 
ASD 
13.5 175 121 141 123 157 
116 169 99 127 99 145 
0.8263 0.8134 0.8128 0.8187 0.8250 0.8222 
0.1018 0.0636 0.1027 0.0615 0.0945 0.0661 
0.0988 0.0605 0.1193 0.0730 0.1193 0.0730 
- 1.2414 
0.2092 
0.0874 
- 1.2076 
O.lOS!I 
0.0535 
- 1.2327 -1.2115 
0.1658 0.1009 
0.1055 0.0646 
- 1.2267 
0.1366 
0.1055 
- 1.2068 
0.0895 
0.0646 
0.9823 1.0094 0.9591 1.0039 0.9646 1.0038 
0.1619 0.1239 0.1486 0.1395 0.1467 0.1236 
0.2936 0.1798 0.2946 0.1193 0.2946 0.1193 
we compare them with the corresponding asymptotic standard deviations. 
Computed and asymptotic standard deviations are in close agreement 
when the sample size is increased from 50 to 100. When the roots are 
moved farther away from the unit circle the accuracy increases as expected. 
Strictly speaking the Laplace density function does not satisfy all condi- 
tions (say A2). In our case here using the Laplace density is the analogue 
of using least absolute deviation. Results using this Laplace density when 
the input process has a t-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom (t(4)) are 
given in Tables I and II and they are comparable to the results when the 
true density is known. 
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